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Maximize Your 
Site for SuccessMODULE 12

Designing and developing a good website is extremely easy today. 
There are thousands of templates, themes, layouts, website builders, 
and self-help guides circulating around the internet. However, to have a 
GREAT website, you want to really invest in your brand and stand out in 
the crowd. A great website is both aesthetically pleasing and useful. It 
has features that provide value to the end user and offer interaction 
beyond simple reading. 

How you sound, your appearance and what you say all greatly impact 
the impression you will make on others and your site is a visual 
representation of your brand, your company and, many times, the first 
impression you will make on a potential buyer. So you want to feel 
really good about it- and excited for others to come and visit…and stay! 

On your homepage, you want to make it easy for buyers to decide 
whether your product is right for them by posting with your elevator 
pitch front and center. This is a quick, concise description of who your 
company is and what it does. While your homepage will also consist of a 
message that inspires and evokes emotion, the elevator pitch is less like 
a headline and compliments the inspirational message by expanding on 
the sentiments.  



The Elevator Pitch

The elevator pitch must speak directly to your ideal client. Think of what 
resonates with your ideal clients and find a way to include those 
elements. These keywords can also be used in search engine 
optimization so they are important throughout the site. 

I’m sure you’ve been asked what your company does, but can you give a 
clear and concise answer? You must be able to describe succinctly what 
it is you have to offer your clients in your elevator pitch. 

Include industry-relevant information that will speak to the buyers 
you’re targeting.  The elevator speech is to the point and tells the world 
what your company offers and why. 

Keep in mind you are speaking directly to your buyers—describe your 
product in a short but compelling manner. Make it easy for those 
coming to your website to know right away you are the answer for them 
—or not.  



Write your elevator pitch below using a form of the following:  “ I 
am_____________________ and I help______________  , do ___________________.

I am: 

And I help: 

Do: 



The next question to ask yourself is: 

What do you have over your competitors, and what makes YOU unique? 
Make your company stand out by including your most defining 
quality. Think about your buyers as they shop around the Web, looking 
at other websites that offer similar products or services. 

 What do you have to offer that your competitors don’t?  You may want 
to do some research on your competitors to help determine what 
quality you want to highlight in your elevator pitch. You may have this 
connected to a Twitter hashtag as well- be creative here! Once you’ve 
created your pitch, test that it is no longer than 25 seconds. It should 
not be too wordy or contain jargon the average reader won’t 
understand.   

Write Your Unique Edge Below! 

WHAT IS YOUR UNIQUE EDGE?



A site must be visually appealing, polished and professional. Remember, 
it's reflecting your company, your products and your services. Your 
website may be the first, and only, impression a potential client receives 
of your company. An attractive site is far more likely to generate a 
positive impression and keep visitors on your site once they arrive. Use 
the following as a guideline for a strong visually appealing site! 

Good use of color: Use 2 or 3 primary colors that blend well and create 
a proper mood or tone for your business. Don't overdo the color, as it 
can distract from the written content. Check Pinterest for examples!  

APPEARANCE OF YOUR SITE

Text that is easily read:  The most easily read combination is 
black text on a white background, but many other color 
combinations are acceptable if the contrast is within an 
appropriate range. Use fonts that are easy to read and are 
found on most of today's computer systems. While some sites 
vary, most try to keep font size for paragraph text between 10 
and 12 pts.
Meaningful graphics:  Graphics are important, as they lend 
visual variety and appeal to an otherwise boring page of text. 
However, don't over-use them, and make sure that add 
meaning or context to your written content. Don’t overload any 
one page with more than 3 or 4 images.
Quality photography:  A simple way to increase visual appeal is 
to use high quality photography. This is where your photo shoot 
comes in handy! Be sure your photos and colors on your site all 
match your brand!
Simplicity: Keep it simple and allow for adequate white space. 
Uncluttered layouts allow viewers to focus on your message. 
Don't overload your site with overly complex design, animation, 
or other effects just to impress your viewers.



SUBSTANCE AS CONTENT

Along with visual appeal, your site must have substance in terms of its 
content. Remember that your audience is looking for information that 
will help them make a decision, so it should be informative and 
relevant.  Short and organized copy is best rather than long 
paragraphs. Also, be sure to clearly label topics and break your text up 
into small paragraphs. Don't bore your visitors with visually 
overwhelming text. Make the first 10 seconds on your site count for 
your potential clients! 

You will want to update your content regularly to keep things 
interesting-Dead or static content will not bring visitors back to your 
site! Also, be sure to speak directly to your ideal client rather than 
talking in first person! 

 Making content easily accessible is essential and its always smart to 
offer something they can take away as well. Provide downloadable
podcasts, presentations and forms for users who can't stay long, but 
want to take some of your information with them.  



FUNCTIONALITY

Every component of your site should work quickly and correctly. In 
every area, everything should work as expected, including hyperlinks, 
contact forms, site search, event registration, and so on. Remember 
the exposure your website will get. Double-check your spelling, facts 
and figures, as you don't know who may be quoting you tomorrow. Nor 
do you want to be recognized or remembered for typos, incorrect 
grammar and punctuation, or misspellings. To be recognized as a 
 professional, a website that is without errors is essential.  

Is your site easy to read, navigate, and to understand? 

Simplicity:  The best way to keep visitors glued to your site is through 
valuable content, good organization and attractive design. Keep your 
site simple and well organized. 

Consistent layout:  Site layout is extremely important for usability. Use 
a consistent layout and repeat certain elements throughout the site. 

Smart Navigation:  Place your menu items at the top of your site, or 
above the fold on either side. Limit your menu items to 10 or fewer. 
Remember, your visitors are in a hurry -- don't make them hunt for 
information.  

USABILITY



FOUR MORE FEATURES TO CONSIDER

Include plenty of written content in HTML format. Don't use Flash, 
JavaScript or image-only objects for your navigational items.
Use your important keywords frequently and appropriately in 
your copy.
Minimize the use of tables and keep your HTML code clutter-free.
Leverage your links -- make them descriptive and use your 
keywords in the link text  

1.  Search Engine Optimization (SEO) 

There are hundreds of rules and guidelines for effective search engine 
optimization, and this isn't the place to cover them all and honestly, I 
recommend hiring someone to do this once you are all set up and ready 
to go. Its not worth investing in until your brand is solid and your 
business is underway. 

We've barely scratched the surface of what makes a website most 
effectively. But I wanted to touch on it here. SEO is what will have your 
site bump up in google searches and it is important only once you are 
really solid on your site and your niche ☺ 



2. Social Media Integration 

Displaying your social media tabs should be front and center on your site. 

There are a lot of social platforms out there such as : Twitter, 
Facebook, Tumbler, YouTube, Pinterest, Google Plus, LinkedIn, 
Instagram, Foursquare. 

You want to promote your presence on them on your website, because 
social media is critical part of marketing your business. Integrating 
these platforms into your website will help boost your SEO, improve 
your business' footprint on the social web and build your following 
across numerous social platforms. Social media is not going to leave us 
anytime soon and its worth the investment in time though its really not 
worth it unless you are active on them, so pick 2 and do it well is my 
suggestion ☺ 

3. Have A Mobile-Ready Version 

Smartphones and tablets are becoming more used, and the numbers 
are only going to grow as mobile devices become cheaper and more 
mainstream. If someone searches for a restaurant on her smartphone, 
she's likely to eat at that restaurant within the hour for example, so your 
website MUST be readable on handheld devices. 

Ask your VA to set you up with what is called “Responsive design.” 

Responsive website design enables you to use mobile widths, so that 
your website layout will adapt to the screen on which it's being 
browsed.. Layouts are adjustable and images are scalable to make for a 
better web experience on myriad devices. 



4. Behind the Scenes Videos 

It’s no surprise that video’s influence is increasing in terms of internet 
marketing and web design. One of the best options is to publish “behind 
the scenes” videos that give customers a look into what actually happens
inside your company. The subject matter of these videos could be
anything from a look at how you make a particular product to a day in 
the life of the CEO. 

What is one video you could add to your site this month? Share 
your idea below and with the group!  



THAT'S ALL ON WEBSITE CONTENT... 
 BUT STAY WITH ME! 

 
I WOULD LIKE TO LEAVE YOU WITH A 

BONUS SECTION!



BONUS:  HOW TO VARY YOUR CONTENT 
& RE-USE IT!

People have different learning styles.  

We all learn in different ways. By having the same information available 
in multiple formats, there’s more chances for people to find and 
connect with your business – in the way which work for them best. 

 The simple act of restyling your content in several ways lets your 
business appeal to more people. It’s a super easy way to expand your 
potential client pool! 

It increases your visibility.  

 You’ve got to get in front of people to be recognized, make connections, 
and grow relationships so they can blossom into clients. 

Styling your content in different ways lets you be Everywhere. It lets you 
achieve maximum impact – for minimum effort. 

It establishes your expertise.   

Becoming the source of quality information establishes your reputation 
as a ‘go-to’ person in your industry. 

Consistently providing valuable, meaningful, and well-researched 
content on multiple platforms helps make you memorable and sought 
after for all the right reasons. On average, a person needs to see your 
message 7 times for it to be remembered. Having plenty of 
opportunities for people to stumble across your content gives you more 
chances to be remembered!   



WAYS TO REPURPOSE

ONLINE: 
Leadmagnet 
Webinar 
Challenge 
Collaboration 
Telesummit 

VIDEO: 
YouTube Video 
Periscope Broadcast 
Television Media 
Panel Topic 

SOCIAL MEDIA 
Twitter Tweet 
Twitter Chat Topic 
 Pinterest Pin 
 Facebook Group Post 
Facebook Page Post 
 LinkedIn Group Post 
 LinkedIn Post 
Snapchat 
 Q+A  Forum Topic 
Instagram Post 



LIVE: 
Workshop 
Speaking Gig 
Panel Topic 
Meetup Topic 
Conference 

WRITTEN:  
Blog Post 
Guest Post Topic 
SlideShare Presentation 
Featured Post On Your Site 
Panel Topic 

AUDIO: 
Podcast Topic 
Interview Topic 
Audio Course 
Local Radio Show
Audio Newsletter  



WHAT ARE SOME EXAMPLES OF 
RE-PURPOSING CONTENT?

1.    Use Rev to transcribe your audio or video into text. It’s super fast 
and really inexpensive! Plus, it’ll help you learn how to write 
conversationally... which is way more interesting (and fun!) to read than 
conventional academic-style writing. 

2.   Webinar Live Workshop 
You have the content, you have the slides, plus you’ve probably already 
presented it online... why not run it in person? Find a Meetup group 
with your ideal clients, offer to speak at a conference, library, or 
community center... wherever your ideal client is likely to be! 

3.  Video or Audio/Podcast 
If you already record information, you can hire someone to easily turn 
your existing recordings into a podcast. They’re great for building a 
following... plus you can master it even further by having those same 
recordings transcribed so you have information for show notes or an 
automatic blog post!   
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